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MOTIVATION Current therapy regimens for HIV, such as antiretroviral therapy (ART), are mostly efficient in
limiting active viral replication. However, these do not act on latent reservoir cells, which are currently one of
themajor obstacles for eradicating HIV in affected individuals. Several latency-reversing agents (LRAs) that
eradicate these reservoir cells are currently being studied, andmodels for evaluating LRA activity in vitro are
needed. To address this need, we establish a chronically HIV-1-infected cell culture model called the
‘‘widely distributed intact provirus elimination’’ (WIPE) assay that can recapitulate both ART and LRA effects
in vivo. The WIPE assay potentially has some advantages over other current models, such as HIV-1 latently
infected cell lines, primary cell, or animal models and can be used to optimize therapeutics against HIV-1
latency.
SUMMARY
Persistence of HIV-1 latent reservoir cells during antiretroviral therapy (ART) is a major obstacle for curing
HIV-1. Even though latency-reversing agents (LRAs) are under development to reactivate and eradicate
latently infected cells, there are few useful models for evaluating LRA activity in vitro. Here, we establish a
long-term cell culture system called the ‘‘widely distributed intact provirus elimination’’ (WIPE) assay. It har-
bors thousands of different HIV-1-infected cell clones with a wide distribution of HIV-1 provirus similar to that
observed in vivo. Mathematical modeling and experimental results from this in vitro infection model demon-
strates that the addition of an LRA to ART shows a latency-reversing effect and contributes to the eradication
of replication-competent HIV-1. The WIPE assay can be used to optimize therapeutics against HIV-1 latency
and investigate mechanistic insights into the clonal selection of heterogeneous HIV-1-infected cells.
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INTRODUCTION

Advances in antiviral therapy have dramatically improved the

therapeutic options available for treating human immunodefi-

ciency virus type 1 (HIV-1) infection. However, even with the

potent combined antiretroviral therapy (cART), HIV-1-infected

individuals require lifelong antiretroviral therapy (ART) because

HIV-1 persists in viral reservoirs in vivo (Chun et al., 1997; Finzi

et al., 1997; Wong et al., 1997). The ‘‘shock and kill’’

approach—which first activates cells latently infected with

HIV-1 (Archin et al., 2012; Deeks, 2012) using HIV-1 latency-

reversing agents (LRAs), induces viral production, and elimi-

nates virus-producing cells by immune clearance or viral

cytopathic effects (CPE)—is a possible strategy for curing

HIV-1 (Bullen et al., 2014; Laird et al., 2015; Matsuda et al.,

2019). Previous studies have demonstrated that LRAs were

potent in in vitro assays but were not necessarily effective

in vivo because the characteristics of the viral reservoir are

quite different between in vitro and in vivo (Spina et al., 2013).

The HIV integration site (IS) significantly impacts the fate of

HIV-infected cells, either through vigorous virus production or

latent infection. Yet, no in vitro system recapitulates the hetero-

geneity of HIV-infected cells in vivo (Cohn et al., 2015; Einkauf

et al., 2019; Ho et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2020; Maldarelli et al.,

2014; Wagner et al., 2014).

Currently, there are three major model systems that can pro-

vide preclinical testing of HIV cure strategies: in vitro primary

cell or cell line systems, ex vivo testing in clinical samples, and

in vivo animal models. The key determinants to the success of

these models is whether they can recapitulate drug effects

in vivo. In particular, genetic and epigenetic environments are

key factors that determine the fate of HIV-1 provirus—either

active viral production or viral latency (Einkauf et al., 2019).

Currently available in vitro models for HIV-1 latency, such as

ACH2, J1.1, and U1 cells, carry only one or two proviruses inte-

grated into particular host genomic regions and cannot recapit-

ulate the thousands of different ISs observed in vivo (Maldarelli

et al., 2014; Wagner et al., 2014). Therefore, LRAs tested in

in vitro model systems fail to demonstrate responses ex vivo

(Spina et al., 2013) or in vivo (Spivak et al., 2014). Primary cell

models recapitulate the diverse ISs (Bosque and Planelles,

2009; Tyagi et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2009), but most cells die

in lengthy cultures (Imamichi et al., 2020). Ex vivo models using

clinical samples from HIV-1-infected individuals may also capit-

ulate the diverse HIV-1 ISs (Bullen et al., 2014). However, the

rarity of HIV-1-infected cells in HIV-1-infected individuals (Bruner

et al., 2016; Ho et al., 2013) prevents scalable and robust

analysis of the impact of LRAs in respect to HIV-1 ISs. Although

animal models provide valuable preclinical testing data, the

associated costs and resources hinder large-scale screening

(Brooks et al., 2003; McBrien et al., 2020; Nixon et al., 2020).

In this study, we aimed to establish an in vitro infection model

that harbors a much wider variety of HIV-1-infected clones than

that of conventional in vitro models. Our in vitro model, the

‘‘widely distributed intact provirus elimination’’ (WIPE) assay, re-

capitulates the diverse HIV-1 ISs observed in vivo. This cell-line-

based in vitro system provides not only a robust and scalable

system to examine HIV-1 latency reversal, but also a platform
2 Cell Reports Methods 1, 100122, December 20, 2021
to study mechanisms of HIV-1 persistence in respect to the

diverse HIV-1 ISs and the host genomic environment.

RESULTS

An in vitro model mimicking the distribution of HIV-1
provirus in vivo

To establish an HIV-1 chronically infected in vitro model with a

wide variety of HIV-1-infected clones, several host cell lines

were infected with an HIV-1 infectious clone, HIV-1NL4-3 or

HIV-1JRFL. Cell growth and viral production in the supernatant

were monitored twice a week. MT-4 cells infected with HIV-

1NL4-3 rapidly underwent apoptosis due to vigorous viral produc-

tion inMT-4 cells, resulting in no live cells remaining after 30 days

(data not shown). We analyzed intracellular p24 expression in

samples (with cell viability of 60%–70%) on day 30. Jurkat cells

infected with HIV-1NL4-3 (Jurkat/NL) maintained high levels of

viral production (Figure 1A) and cell-associated HIV-1 DNA

(Figure 1B). Hut78 cells and MOLT4 cells infected with HIV-

1NL4-3 also continued to produce HIV-1; however, the viral pro-

duction and cell-associated HIV-1 DNA decreased on day 30

(Figures 1A and 1B). PM1CCR5 cells infected with HIV-1JRFL
(PM1CCR5/JRFL) maintained HIV-1 production and intracellular

HIV-1 DNA levels after 30 days of culture; however, the p24 level

in the supernatant decreased after 90 days (data not shown).

These results indicate that combination(s) of a virus and a cell

line with moderate infectivity and moderate cytopathicity may

be necessary to establish a chronically HIV-1-infected cell

culture model, and Jurkat/NL was themost suitable combination

in our study.

Flow cytometry analyses on day 30 revealed four distinct cell

populations, including p24-negative live cells, p24-negative

dead cells, p24-positive live cells, and p24-positive dead cells

(Figure 1C) in the three tested infected cell lines. Based on these

results, we focused on Jurkat/NL in this study, since it main-

tained heterogeneous HIV-1 infectivity for a long period. We

confirmed the infectivity of viruses to MT-4 cells produced

from Jurkat/NL cells (Figure 1D).

We next analyzed the number of HIV-1-infected clones in the

in vitro culture model. In principle, each HIV-1-infected clone

has a different viral IS, which can be used to distinguish clones.

To determine the HIV-1 IS, we performed ligation-mediated po-

lymerase chain reaction (LM-PCR) to detect the junctions be-

tween the 30 long terminal repeat (LTR) of HIV-1 and the flanking

host genome sequence (Gillet et al., 2011; Satou et al., 2017).We

analyzed genomic DNA extracted from an aliquot of Jurkat/NL

cells in the culture and detected approximately 2,933 different

ISs, demonstrating the presence of thousands of different in-

fected clones in the culture well (Figure 1E). This was in stark

contrast with ACH-2, J1.1, and U1 cell lines, in which only two

ISs were detected (Figure 1E). Next, we investigated whether

the distribution of HIV-1 proviruses in the in vitro system was

comparable with that found in vivo. We analyzed HIV-1 ISs in pe-

ripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) isolated from HIV-1-

infected individuals following the same protocol as that for

in vitro-cultured cells. We observed several similarities between

HIV-1 integration in vitro and in vivo, i.e., increased integration

incidence in certain chromosomes (Figure 1F). First, we found



Figure 1. Establishment of an in vitro HIV-1 infection model

(A–C) To establish a cell culture model of long-term persistent HIV-1 infection, various T cell lines (Jurkat, Hut78, and MOLT4 cells) were used. HIV-1 production

(A) and copies of intracellular HIV-1 DNA (B) on day 30 of each cell line. (C) Co-existence of p24-positive and p24-negative cell populations in HIV-1-infected

Jurkat, Hut78, and MOLT4 cell lines. The percentage of intracellular p24-positive cells was analyzed using flow cytometry.

(D) Infectivity of HIV-1NL4-3 produced from Jurkat/NL cells. MT4 cells were infected with the virus and cultured for 14 days, and then supernatant p24 levels were

measured.

(legend continued on next page)
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enrichment of integration in chromatins 16, 17, and 19, similar to

that observed in vivo (Schroder et al., 2002) (Figure 1F). Second,

we observed an enrichment of integration into the host gene

bodies (76.6%), similar to those observed in vivo (70.1%) (Fig-

ure 1G) (Han et al., 2004; Ho et al., 2013; Schroder et al.,

2002). Third, we observed that 42.4% of integration is in the

same orientation as the host transcription unit, similar to that

found in vivo (Han et al., 2004; Schroder et al., 2002). These

data indicate that our in vitro model is far more heterogeneous

than conventional latent cell line models for HIV-1 and recapitu-

lates several key aspects about the HIV-1 ISs found in vivo.

The WIPE assay recapitulates the effect of LRAs and
ARTs in HIV-infected cells
We next evaluated the effect of antiretroviral agents and/or LRAs

on various HIV-1-infected clones in the in vitro culture (WIPE

assay) system. First, we evaluated 11 LRAs, determined their ac-

tivity in Jurkat/NL cells, and found that PEP005 (ingenol-3-ange-

late, protein kinase C [PKC] activator) induced HIV-1 production

and apoptosis in HIV-1-infected cells at the lowest concentration

tested (Figures 2A and 2B). Furthermore, 1 mM SAHA and pano-

binostat induced strong caspase-3 activation (Figure 2B); how-

ever, the same concentration also induced strong cell toxicity

in HIV-1-negative cells (data not shown). Hence, we used

PEP005 in subsequent experiments. We cultured Jurkat/NL cells

in the presence or absence of an antiretroviral drug and/or an

LRA (Figure 3A). The assay began with a total of 5 3 104 Ju-

rkat-NL cells in 2 mL culture wells with/without a drug; the cell

number reached approximately one million in each well on day

7. The Jurkat-NL cells contain approximately 5 3 104 copies of

HIV-1 DNA in 1 3 106 cells (data not shown). The medium in

each well was changed every seven days with the same number

(5 3 104) of cells with/without a drug. We used the antiretroviral

drug EFdA (40-ethynyl-2-fluoro-20-deoxyadenosine)/MK-8591/

ISL (islatravir), which is a potent nucleoside reverse-transcrip-

tase inhibitor and currently under clinical trials (Nakata et al.,

2007). Treatments with EFdA (50 nM), PEP005 (5 nM), or a com-

bination were simultaneously initiated, and supernatant p24

levels were monitored for four months (Figure 3A); time course

data from multiple independent experiments are shown in Fig-

ure 3B. Treatment with PEP005 alone did not suppress HIV-1

replication during the first nine weeks of cultivation, while EFdA

alone successfully decreased viral production in the supernatant

to undetectable levels after 4–6 weeks. The combination treat-

ment with EFdA and PEP005 also decreased the amount of

HIV-1 in the supernatant to undetectable levels.

We next interrupted the drug treatment in week 9 and

observed a significant rebound of viral production in samples

treated with EFdA alone (11/11, 100%); however, no rebound
(E) Circos plot depicting viral ISs across the human genome in the Jurkat/NL syste

circle and is broken down into sequential bins. Blue/black, red, orange, purple, a

staining for karyotyping), Jurkat/NL system, ACH-2, J1.1, and U1, respectively.

(F) Comparison of HIV-1 IS frequency in the individual chromosomes in the in vitr

The y axis depicts the proportion of integration events observed relative to rando

(G) Relationship between HIV-1 IS and the host genes, in vitro and in vivo, compa

indicate the numbers of unique ISs observed; numbers at the top of the bars indic

group. Asterisk (*) represents below detection limit.
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was found in 64% (7/11) of samples treated with the combination

of EFdA and PEP005 (Figure 3B), which was statistically signifi-

cant (log rank test, p < 0.0001) (Figure 3C). In one representative

experiment (experiment 1), viral rebound was observed in cells

treated with EFdA only, but not in those treated with both

EFdA and PEP005 (Figure 3D). Viral rebound from EFdA +

PEP005-treated cells was not detected (in the supernatant or

intracellularly; for a total of �one million cells in 2 mL culture

wells) even after stimulation with tumor necrosis factor alpha

(TNF-a) in week 17, confirming lack of replication-competent

HIV-1 in the treated sample (Figures 3E and 3F). We also

confirmed the HIV-1 mRNA for EFdA-treated and EFdA +

PEP005-treated groups, both of which were undetectable

when determined with p24 assay (Figure 2C). We found that

the supernatant of the EFdA-treated sample, but not of the

EFdA + PEP005-treated sample, contained detectable mRNAs

and active reverse transcriptase (RT) (Figures 2D and 2E). Com-

binations with other antiretroviral agents, i.e., darunavir (DRV), a

protease inhibitor, and dolutegravir (DTG), an integrase inhibitor,

or other LRAs (suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (SAHA/vorino-

stat), an histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor or prostratin, a

PKC activator) were also tested (Figures 4A–4D). Antiretroviral

drugs (DRV, DTG, and EFdA) effectively decreased supernatant

HIV-1 levels, whereas most LRAs failed to suppress viral replica-

tion when used on their own. However, the combination of an

LRA with an antiretroviral drug delayed or inhibited viral rebound

after treatment interruption similar to the recent report regarding

LRA activity in an in vivomodel (Borducchi et al., 2018) and clin-

ical trials (Vibholm et al., 2019). Among several drug combina-

tions analyzed in this study, only the combination of EFdA and

PEP005 resulted in a significant reduction in viral rebound. Over-

all, we showed that the WIPE assay is a robust and scalable

assay to examine the effect of both ARTs and LRAs.

Combination treatment containing LRAs induces
reactivation of latently infected cells and cell apoptosis
The rationale behind using LRAs for an HIV-1 cure is reactivating

the latent HIV-1 provirus and inducing cell apoptosis via cyto-

pathic effects or recognition by the host antiviral immunity (Bullen

et al., 2014; Hattori et al., 2018). We therefore analyzed whether

the reduction in viral rebound observed in this study was indeed

mediated by the elimination of latently infected cells. To evaluate

such an LRA effect on the elimination of latent cells, each cell

population (HIV-1-producing, HIV-1-latently infected, or unin-

fected) in the culture model was analyzed during the initial phase

of the drug treatment. As shown in Figures 5A, 5B, S1A, and S1B,

the proportion of latently infected cells did not significantly

change in the EFdA-administered group for the first four weeks,

but the proportion of the latent cells in the EFdA + LRA-treated
mand in different cell lines in vitro. Each chromosome is presented on the outer

nd green bars indicate G-bands (condensed chromosome region by Giemsa

o model (Jurkat/NL) and in vivo in PBMCs from five HIV-1-infected individuals.

m distribution, with a horizontal dashed black line set at a value of 1.

red via random distribution. Numbers in parentheses at the bottom of the bars

ate the percentage of HIV-1 proviruses integrated within the host genes in each



Figure 2. Effects of a drug on HIV-1-infected cells and in the supernatant virus

Efficacy of LRAs in inducing HIV-1 production or caspase-3 activation in Jurkat/NL cells. Cells were treated with a drug (1 mM) for 24 h, and the changes in

supernatant p24 values (A) or percentage of active forms of caspase-3 expression (B) were examined. Changes in the supernatant viral titers on weeks 9 and 17

when determined in p24 values (C), HIV-1 RNA copies (D), and RT enzyme activity (E). Asterisk (*) represents below detection limit.
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group rapidly decreased (Figure 5B), presumably because LRA

shortened the time required for the activation of latently infected

cells (Figure 6B), thereby rapidly inducing apoptosis.

Since antiviral cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) and antibodies

are absent in the Jurkat/NL system, latent HIV-1-infected cells

reactivated by PEP005 would have been eliminated mainly by

viral cytopathicity or cell apoptosis (Figure 2B) (Hattori et al.,

2018; Kim et al., 2018). To analyze the relationship between viral

protein production and cell apoptosis, we examined intracellular

HIV-1 p24 and cell apoptosis using flow cytometry during the

early phase of drug treatment. We observed an increase in p24

protein expression in cells treated with PEP005 (±EFdA) at 6 h

following drug treatment initiation (Figure 5C), which was fol-

lowed by an increase in annexin V expression (Figure 5D). The

number of intracellular p24+ cells decreased in EFdA- or

EFdA + PEP005-treated cell populations, and these cells consti-

tuted less than 2.5% of the total population by week 2 (data not

shown). On week 4, we analyzed caspase-3 levels in these cells

and found that caspase-3 expression was much higher in p24+

cells, especially in the EFdA + PEP005-treated cells, than in

p24� cells (Figure 5E). These observations suggest that

PEP005 functions as an LRA, inducing apoptosis in cells latently

infected with HIV-1 and facilitating the elimination of HIV-1 repli-

cable cells in vitro. The proportion of the full-length-type provirus

among total proviruses in EFdA alone or EFdA + PEP005-treated

cells also decreased but was nonetheless more than 50% after

the initial three-week treatment (Figure 5F), suggesting that

more than half of all proviruses were thought to be replication-

competent at this time point. Collectively, these data indicate

that the elimination of HIV-1 producible cells achieved in this

study was at least partially due to the reactivation of latent

HIV-1 reservoirs.

Next, we investigated if there would be latent clones in the Ju-

rkat/NL system by infecting Jurkat-LTR-green fluorescent pro-

tein (GFP) cells (Jurkat cells stably transfected with a plasmid

containing the GFP reporter gene driven by the HIV-1 promoter

LTR) with HIV-1NL4-3, in which GFP expression is dependent

on the presence of exogenous viral protein Tat. We sorted and

stimulated the GFP-negative cell fraction with TNF-a, which

increased proviral transcription in this fraction (Figures 5G and

5H), indicating the presence of latently infected cells in the Ju-

rkat/NL system. The percentage of such latently infected cells

was approximately 1% in this assay (Figure 5I).

Quantifying reactivation dynamics of latent HIV-1
reservoirs reveals significant reduction of the time until
reactivation
To analyze how the addition of LRAs affects the kinetics of HIV-1

replication in the WIPE assay, we developed a mathematical
Figure 3. Effect of drug treatments on viral persistence in the in vitro i

(A) Assay overview. Schematic representation of the assay protocol involving the

(B) Changes in supernatant p24 levels without drugs, with 5 nMPEP005 or 50 nM E

11, respectively). Drug treatment was terminated on week 9, but analysis contin

(C) Log rank test comparison of the percentage of non-recurrence in the EFdA s

(D) Changes in supernatant p24 levels in a representative experiment (experimen

(E and F) Assessment of the viral rebound in Jurkat/NL cells after drug discontin

(10 ng/mL) in week 17, and supernatant p24 (E) and intracellular p24 levels (F) wer
model describing HIV-1 infection dynamics with antiviral drugs.

Then, to assess the variability of kinetic parameters and model

predictions, we performed Bayesian estimation for thewhole da-

taset using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling. The

typical behavior of the model using these best-fit parameter es-

timates, along with the data, is shown in Figure 6A, which indi-

cates that the mathematical model has described the WIPE

assay data well. The shadowed regions correspond to 95% pos-

terior predictive intervals, the solid lines give the best-fit solution

(mean) for the mathematical model, and the colored dots show

the experimental datasets. Note that our mathematical model

does not account for defective proviral DNA, but our experi-

mental measurement included the defective provirus. Since

most of proviral DNA were defective in EFdA + PEP005-treated

cells (see Figures 7B and 7C in the next section), our mathemat-

ical model, which predicts only intact proviral DNA, underesti-

mated the normalized proviral load but predicted the proviral

load in EFdA-treated cells well since most proviral DNA were

intact.

To evaluate whether PEP005 treatment induced the reactiva-

tion of latent HIV-1 reservoirs in the WIPE assay, we applied

our mathematical model to time course experimental data.

With estimated distributions of parameters a and ε, we calcu-

lated the distribution for the time until reactivation without and

with PEP005 treatment (1=a and 1=εa, respectively) (Figure 6B).

Comparing these lengths without and with PEP005 treatment

showed a significant difference (29.1 days; 95% confidence in-

terval (CI): 15.9–52.1 days and 13.9 days; 95% CI: 7.85–

24.3 days, respectively) (p = 2.59 3 10–4 by repeated bootstrap

t test). These estimates indicated that PEP005 treatment

induced the reactivation in the WIPE assay and significantly

reduced the time until reactivation (52.2% reduction on average).

Long-term LRA + ART preferentially selects infected
clones with defective HIV-1 proviruses
To elucidate the possible mechanism(s) underlying the reduction

in viral rebound in vitro, we quantitatively and qualitatively

analyzed HIV-1 proviruses during the time course of treatment.

We analyzed cell-associated HIV-1 DNA loads in one represen-

tative experiment (experiment 6; Figure S2A) and found that the

HIV-1 DNA load was markedly decreased in samples treated

with EFdA alone (Figure 7A). The addition of PEP005 to EFdA

further decreased the HIV-1 DNA load (Figure 7A). After drug

discontinuation, the HIV-1 DNA load increased in the sample

treated with EFdA alone, but not in the sample treated with

both drugs (Figure 7A). We characterized the structure of the

HIV-1 proviral genome by nearly full-length PCR, using a single

copy of the HIV-1 genome as a template (Imamichi et al.,

2016). We observed an increased proportion of a defective
nfection model

HIV-1NL4-3-infected cell culture model (Jurkat/NL cells).

FdA, or with a combination of 50 nM EFdA and 5 nMPEP005 (n = 11, 9, 11, and

ued for an additional 8 weeks.

ingle treatment and the combination treatment.

t 1) from experiments shown in Figure 3B.

uation. Cells treated with drugs or untreated cells were stimulated with TNF-a

e analyzed on day 6 after stimulation. Asterisk (*) denotes below detection limit.
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Figure 4. Effect of various combinations of antiretroviral drugs and LRAs on viral persistence

(A–C) Changes in HIV-1 production under treatment with 5 nMPEP005, 50 nM EFdA, and/or 500 nMDRV (protease inhibitor) (A); 5 nMPEP005 and/or 50 nMDTG

(integrase inhibitor) (B); 100 nM EFdA, 500 nM SAHA (HDAC inhibitor), and/or 500 nM prostratin (PKC activator) (C).

(D) EFdA at different concentrations (50 nM, 200 nM, or 1 mM)was examined. A higher concentration of EFdA (200 nM and 1 mM) slightly delayed the recurrence of

supernatant viruses post treatment interruption.

(legend continued on next page)
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HIV-1 genome after EFdA treatment at 9 weeks, possibly due to

preferential elimination of intact, replication-competent provi-

ruses (Figures 7B and 7C). But, after drug discontinuation of

EFdA treatment at 17 weeks, intact HIV-1 proviruses emerged

again, suggesting new rounds of infection from latently infected

cells harboring replication-competent HIV-1 (Figures 7B and 7C).

Combination of ART (EFdA) and LRA (PEP005) eliminated intact

proviruses (Figures 7B and 7C), suggesting that LRA has reacti-

vated all cells harboring replication-competent HIV and exposed

them for viral cytopathic effect and cell death. All proviruses de-

tected in the sample after a combined EFdA and PEP005 treat-

ment were defective at 17 weeks after drug treatment initiation

(Figures 7B and 7C). Accumulation of defective proviruses dur-

ing ART has previously been reported (Ho et al., 2013; Imamichi

et al., 2016), whichwas also confirmed in this study.We analyzed

peripheral blood samples of HIV-1-carrying individuals (Table

S1, panel A) with nearly full-length, single-genome PCR. Before

the initiation of cART, 25%–42% proviruses in PBMCs from

HIV-1-infected individuals were defective, and the ratio

increased to 83%–100% after successful cART (treatment dura-

tion of at least 7 years) (Figures 7D, S3A, and S3B). The data sug-

gest that our WIPE assay recapitulated the accumulation of

defective proviruses in vivo caused by a preferential selection

of defective and/or replication-incompetent proviruses during

long-term antiretroviral treatment.

We also analyzed HIV-1 proviruses in experiment 1 (Figure 3D)

and similarly found that the HIV-1 DNA load was markedly

decreased in samples treated with EFdA alone or EFdA together

with PEP005 (Figure 7E). Nearly full-length HIV-1 PCR and

sequencing analysis (Imamichi et al., 2016) revealed that all re-

maining proviruses under combination treatment did not contain

any critical mutations or deletions in the regions coding for viral

proteins (Figure 7F). However, these cells did not transcribe

HIV-1 mRNA after TNF-a stimulation (Figure S2B), hence we hy-

pothesized possible deletions or mutations in the provirus

outside the primer-binding sites of the nearly full-length HIV-1

PCR. To test this hypothesis, we analyzed the whole sequence

of the 50 LTR. First, we determined HIV-1 ISs using LM-PCR

(Satou et al., 2017) with PCR primers to amplify the junction

between the host and the viral genome. Since we can obtain

the information of clonal abundance of each HIV-1-infected

clone using LM-PCR (Maldarelli et al., 2014; Satou et al., 2017;

Wagner et al., 2014), we incidentally found that one infected

clone was significantly expanded (Figure 7G). A part of the 50

LTR, including the transcription start site, in the expanded clone

was deleted (Figures 7H and S2C), which explains the observed

lack of virus rebound. Interestingly, NSD3 gene is known as a

cancer-related gene targeted byHIV-1 integration in anHIV-1-in-

fected individual under cART (Maldarelli et al., 2014).

In this study, we observed the following mechanisms underly-

ing successful elimination of HIV-1 producible cells in vitro: (1)

large deletion(s) in viral protein-coding regions; (2) critical muta-

tion(s), such as nonsense mutations and frameshift mutations
(E–H) Effect of different drug treatment protocols in theWIPE assay. (E) Changes in

(5 nM) for an additional 9 weeks (n = 6). (F) Analysis of HIV-1mRNA transcripts after

Changes in supernatant p24 levels with EFdA + PEP005 followed by the EFdA

stimulation in cells without viral rebound on week 26 (four samples). Asterisk (*) r
(Figures S4A–S4D), in the viral coding sequence; and (3) abnor-

malities in HIV-1 proviral transcription (a schematic diagram is

shown in Figure S5) (Bruner et al., 2016; Imamichi et al., 2016;

Sanchez et al., 1997). A long-term antiretroviral treatment in

HIV-1-infected individuals reduces the numbers of replication-

incompetent proviruses and increases the proportion of defec-

tive HIV-1 proviruses in a previous study (Bruner et al., 2016)

and in this study (Figures 7D and S3). However, it is likely that

a minor cell population with replication-competent HIV-1 provi-

ruses persists during the long period of cART, maintaining the

ability to reverse HIV-1 latency (Ho et al., 2013; Matsuda et al.,

2019). We demonstrated that the addition of an LRA to an antire-

troviral drug could accelerate the elimination of cells infected

with replication-competent HIV-1 proviruses that exist, even as

a minor population, in Jurkat/NL cells.

DISCUSSION

The usage of LRAs aims to reactivate latent proviruses to induce

production of viral antigens and/or HIV-1 virions. A number of

studies have demonstrated that recently developed small-mole-

cule compounds have the ability to reverse latently HIV-1-in-

fected cells (Bullen et al., 2014; Laird et al., 2015). However, Bat-

tivelli et al. reported that LRAs could reactivate only a part of

infected cells with latent proviruses using their in vitro model,

demonstrating a wide variation in drug susceptibility to LRAs

among different HIV-1-infected clones. The genetic and epige-

netic environments of integrated proviruses play a role in such

different drug susceptibility. HIV-1 preferentially integrates into

the genomic region with active transcription, resulting in a high

proportion of HIV-1 integration within the host gene body

(Schroder et al., 2002) (Figure 1G). Transcriptional interference

between the host genes and integrated proviruses is another

factor that affects proviral transcription (Han et al., 2008; Lenasi

et al., 2008). A recent study reported a higher proportion of intact

proviruses integrated in the opposite orientation relative to the

host genes in CD4+ T cells of HIV-1-infected individuals under

cART (Einkauf et al., 2019). In addition, the epigenetic status of

the integrated provirus is associated with accessibility of tran-

scription factors that drive promoter activity of the 5ʹ LTR. These
findings indicate that susceptibility to LRAs among different HIV-

1 clones is variable depending on the genetic and epigenetic en-

vironments of integrated proviruses. Thus, we must develop

drug combinations that are effective to reactivate a wide variety

of HIV-1 proviruses to eliminate cells with replication-competent

provirus. However, currently available in vitro latent models to

evaluate LRA activity carry only one or two integrated HIV-1 pro-

viruses (Figure 1E). Thus, a compound can potently reactivate a

specific HIV-1 provirus in a latent cell line, but may not do so for

other clones. To our knowledge, this is the first report describing

an in vitromodel available for evaluating the long-term effects of

LRAs on a variety of HIV-1 clones. Here, we show that the WIPE

assay could be used to analyze the effect of drug treatment on
supernatant p24 levels with 50 nM EFdA for 9 weeks and then FFdA + PEP005

TNF-a stimulation in cells without viral rebound onweek 26 (three samples). (G)

treatment for 9 weeks. (H) Analysis of HIV-1 mRNA transcripts after TNF-a

epresents below detection limit.
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Figure 5. Proof-of-concept of the ‘‘shock and kill’’ strategy of the WIPE assay

(A) Cell samples from the WIPE assay (weeks 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4) were stimulated with TNF-a (for 24 h), and the increased percentages of p24 double-positive cells,

which are considered to be an HIV-1 latent cell population, are shown.

(B) Changes in the percentages of each population (uninfected, dead, virus-producing, and latent) in cells from the WIPE assay (on weeks 0–4) are summarized.

The ratios of dead cells in the assay were analyzed using cell viability dye (Ghost Dye).

(legend continued on next page)
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several thousand different clones with a similar distribution of

HIV-1 proviruses as observed in vivo (Figures 1F and 1G). The

WIPE assay, along with an in-depth characterization of the

HIV-1 provirus, would provide further insights into the underlying

mechanism of HIV-1 latency, which cannot be obtained using

conventional latent cell lines. Further studies using the WIPE

assay may also provide mechanistic insights on molecular tar-

geting not only by LRAs but also by novel strategies; for

example, the ‘‘block-and-lock’’ strategy was recently proposed,

in which particular agents lock the HIV-1 promoter in a deep la-

tency state to prevent viral reactivation (Darcis et al., 2017; Kess-

ing et al., 2017).

We utilized theWIPE assay to evaluate the reduction and erad-

ication of replication-competent HIV-1-DNA after a combination

therapy of existing ART drug(s) with LRA(s). In the Jurkat/NL sys-

tem, there is a continuous and dynamic viral infection, including

de novo infection, cell apoptosis triggered by viral production,

replication of uninfected cells, and generation of latently infected

cells. ART drugs inhibit de novo infection of uninfected cells by

an infected one, while LRAs activate latently infected cells and

induce reactivation of viral antigen expression. As shown in Fig-

ures 4A–4D, multiple LRAs and ART drugs showed activity in the

WIPE assay, and we found that PEP005 was the most potent in

eliminating HIV-1-infected cells. However, our preliminary data

showed that the potency of PEP005 in a primary cell model

was not as potent. Thus, the detailed potency profile of each

LRA may be different depending on cells or other circumstance.

Since there are no antiviral CTLs and antibodies in the WIPE

assay, elimination of reactivated cells is mostly due to viral cyto-

pathicity or apoptosis of the reactivated cells. Although produc-

tive HIV-1 replication can be cytotoxic for the cells, HIV-1 pro-

duction does not always kill these cells. However, under

certain conditions, such as p53 activation, Bcl2 inhibition and

PKC activation can modulate the condition of the latent-infected

cells to turn into apoptosis-sensitive cells (Badley et al., 2013).

Notably, we recently reported that some LRAs, such as

PEP005, strongly induce the upregulation of active caspase-3,

resulting in enhanced apoptosis (Hattori et al., 2018), which

may explain why the addition of an LRA successfully accelerated

the elimination of latently HIV-1-infected cells in the WIPE assay

even in the absence of the host immune system. Our quantitative

analysis with the mathematical model revealed that PEP005

treatment reduced 52.2% of the time until reactivation in WIPE

assay (Figure 6B).

When HIV-1 cure strategies become available, LRAs can be

administered to patients on ART in whom viral replication has

been suppressed for a long period of time. To model this sce-

nario, we conducted experiments in which LRA(s) and ART
(C and D) The expression of HIV-1 p24 and cell apoptosis during early phase of dru

intracellular HIV-1 p24 (C) and annexin V (D) in the initial 24 h of drug treatment.

(E) Percentages of active caspase-3-positive cells in the p24-positive or p24-neg

(F) Percentages of full-length-type HIV-1 provirus after three weeks of drug treat

(G) Sorting of GFP-positive cells among HIV-1-infected Jurkat-LTR-GFP cells. G

Jurkat-LTR-GFP cells were sorted.

(H) GFP-negative cells were stimulated with 10 ng/mL TNF-a for 6 h and gag mR

(I) GFP expression in sorted GFP-negative Jurkat-LTR-GFP cells infected with HIV

the mean ± SD of three independent experiments.
drug(s) were added at different time points during treatment

(e.g., treated with an ART drug first and then LRA was added).

Figure 4E shows the experiment in which the cells were first

treated with EFdA for nine weeks and then an LRA (PEP005)

was added. On week 9, following PEP005 addition to EFdA,

elevation of the supernatant virus was observed in two of six

cases. In the other four cases, a temporal increase of viral load

was observed, but it rapidly fell below the detection limit. How-

ever, virus suppression was maintained in three cases following

treatment termination, but with TNF-a stimulation, no rebound

was seen only in one case (Figure 4F). Meanwhile, for patients,

starting a treatment during the early stage of acute infection

may be effective to reduce the reservoir size in vivo. In another

experiment shown in Figures 4G and 4H, cells were initially

treated with PEP005 and EFdA, then changed to EFdA only,

and then treatment was discontinued for observation. In this

experiment, no virus rebound was observed in four out of six

cases when observation was terminated on week 26. Taken

together, in this WIPE assay, the combined use of LRAs with

ART drugs in the early stage of HIV-1 infection may be important

to eliminate HIV latently infected cells. These in vitro data may

suggest that, ideally, in vivo treatment aimed for HIV-1 cure

should be initiated during the acute phase of the infection.

We observed the accumulation of defective proviruses or

replication-incompetent proviruses within fewmonths and found

a cell clone with intact (without defection) proviruses that failed

to produce HIV-1 mRNA in the model under treatment (Figures

7G and 7H). Kearney and co-workers demonstrated that only

7% of proviruses expressed HIV mRNA from HIV-infected do-

nors (Wiegand et al., 2017). Also, Anderson et al. (2020) showed

that the increase of gag-deleted proviruses occurred only after

1–2 years of therapy, and the number of defective proviruses in-

creases after 10–15 years of therapy. Notably, EFdA (RT inhibi-

tor) treatment may increase the number of defective proviruses.

Indeed, as shown in Figure 7C, a nine-week treatment with EFdA

alone targeted defective HIV-1 proviruses (20%); it is possible

that RT inhibition resulted in the increased production of HIV-

DNA with mutations including defection. In this regard, we found

that the proviral DNAs from EFdA-treated samples (experiment

1, on week 17) contained an M184I mutation in the RT region

(Figure S4E). M184V/I are known as resistant mutations against

RT inhibitors and are also associated with resistance to EFdA

(Maeda et al., 2014). The replication capacity of the EFdA-

escape virus is diminished compared with the wild-type HIV-1

(Figure S4F). In addition, we examined drug sensitivity to EFdA

of the EFdA-escape virus obtained from EFdA-treated cells

and found a moderate decrease (�ten-fold) in the sensitivity to

EFdA (Figure S4G). The result suggests that the inhibition of RT
g treatment. Bar graphs show the change in the percentage of cells expressing

ative cell population.

ment.

FP-positive (Tat+) or GFP-negative populations (Tat�) among HIV-1-infected

NA expression was quantified.

-1NL4-3 was analyzed after 6 h of TNF-a stimulation (10 ng/mL). Data represent
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by a drug may increase the occurrence of mutations/defections

in proviruses, which may help eliminate replication-competent

proviruses. The LRA PEP005 is used, among other things, for

precancerous actinic keratosis and is highly toxic when adminis-

tered intravascularly. Therefore, LRAs with less side effects

should be developed and used for future HIV-1 treatment.

We used the CXCR4-tropic (X4-tropic) HIV-1 variant NL4-3 to

infect a T cell-derived Jurkat cell line. There is emerging evidence

showing the importance of HIV-1-latency in monocytes or mac-

rophages with the CCR5-tropic (R5-tropic) HIV-1 variant (Ganor

et al., 2019). Thus, we obtained PM1CCR5 cells infected with

R5-tropic HIV-1JRFL (PM1CCR5/JRFL) but failed to maintain

long-term chronic infection to evaluate drug efficacy (data not

shown). For future studies, cell culture models with R5-tropic

HIV-1-infected, monocyte-derived cells would be important for

analyzing the differences in the latency mechanisms between

the X4-tropic and R5-tropic HIV-1 variants.

In the WIPE assay, a CD4+ T cell line of Jurkat cells was used

as host cells; however, there is a wide variation in host CD4+

T cells of infected individuals, which explains the different sus-

ceptibilities of HIV-1-infected CD4+ T cell against various LRAs

(Battivelli et al., 2018). Therefore, we propose the use of the

WIPE assay to evaluate candidate LRA drugs for initial evalua-

tion. Then, compounds with potent activity in the WIPE assay

can be further evaluated by drug assays using primary CD4+

T cell-derived HIV-1 latent reservoir models (Bosque and Pla-

nelles, 2009; Dobrowolski et al., 2019; Huang et al., 2018; Las-

sen et al., 2012; Saleh et al., 2007; Shan et al., 2012; Yang

et al., 2009) or animal models (i.e., HIV-1-infected humanized

mice or SIV-infected macaques) (Brooks et al., 2003; McBrien

et al., 2020; Nixon et al., 2020). This strategy may increase

the efficiency of LRA development and help to identify potent

LRAs to reduce the reservoir size in vivo. Among various pri-

mary cell-derived latency models, Shan et al. (2012) reported

a bcl-2-transduced HIV-1-infected CD4+ T cell model, and us-

ing the model, they showed that the CTL-mediated elimination

of HIV-1 reservoir cells was observed in the presence of autol-

ogous CD8+ T cells. In this experiment, the elimination of HIV-1

reservoir cells only occurred with pre-stimulated CD8+ T cells

(but not with freshly isolated CTLs) to enhance CTL responses,

suggesting that the CTL is another key factor for the shock and

kill strategy (Huang et al., 2018; Shan et al., 2012). Dobrowolski

et al. (2019) reported another HIV-1 latency model (the

QUECEL model) that enabled us to obtain large numbers of

HIV-1 latently infected CD4+ T cells in vitro. A cocktail of cyto-

kines, including TGF-b, IL-10, and IL-8, is used to generate the

cell model with a homogeneous population of HIV-1 latently in-

fected quiescent cells. However, on the other hand, these

models require complicated steps to be established and

cannot be used for long-term culture (more than four months)
Figure 6. HIV-1 infection dynamics with antiviral drugs in the WIPE ass

(A) Fitting of the mathematical model to the experimental data in the WIPE assay

cells (cells/mL), virus-producing cells (cells/mL), supernatant p24 (pg/mL), and n

predictive intervals, the solid lines gave the best-fit solution (mean) for the mathe

were fitted simultaneously.

(B) The distribution for the time until reactivation without and with PEP005 treatme

and blue, respectively. These lengths were significantly shorter with PEP005 trea
to determine the effect of drugs, including LRAs. Taken

together, our findings provide a proof-of-concept for the shock

and kill strategy against HIV-1 infection using our established

in vitro assay. This cell culture system may have some advan-

tages over other models, such as the HIV-1 latently infected cell

lines (limited ISs, typically contain a reporter lacking important

viral proteins), primary cell model (lower throughput), or animal

models (resource demanding). A combination of persistent and

heterogeneous HIV-1 infection in an in vitro model and high-

throughput characterization of HIV-1 proviruses will help to

develop a new generation of LRAs specific for HIV-1 proviral la-

tency and for optimizing drug combinations to reduce the HIV-1

latently infected cells.

Limitations of the study
The study has some limitations. First, in this infection and treat-

ment model, the elimination of HIV-1 latently infected cells oc-

curs only through the apoptosis or CPE elicited by the reactiva-

tion, since no antiviral CTLs are involved in the model, which is

clearly different from what is observed in vivo. In this study, we

used an X4-tropic HIV-1 variant for the establishment of a chron-

ically infected cell culture system (theWIPE assay). However, it is

considered that the monocytes/macrophages infected with R5-

tropic HIV-1 variants are also very important in forming reservoirs

in the body. Thus, further analyses using cells infected with R5-

tropic HIV-1s are needed. Although theWIPE assay successfully

provided insights into the underlying mechanisms of HIV-1 la-

tency, it is possible that the silencing mechanisms selected in

immortalized cell lines differ from those selected in primary cells

in vivo. Therefore, results from experiments using in vivomodels

also should be taken into account for the detailed analysis of the

mechanisms of HIV-1 latency.
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Figure 7. Mechanisms for the elimination of HIV-1 producible cells in vitro

(A) Quantification of intracellular copies of HIV-1 DNA at each time point in experiment 6 (Figure S2A).

(B) Schematic representation of the individual provirus structures from two different treatment groups and at two time points in experiment 6. Each horizontal bar

represents an individual HIV-1 genome, as determined by amplification of near full-length HIV-1 DNA from a single HIV-1 genome and DNA sequencing. The gray

bars denote full-length types, and the red bars indicate defective proviruses.

(C) Pie charts reflecting the proportion of defective and intact proviruses in experiment 6.

(legend continued on next page)
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Antibodies

Anti-HIV-1 p24-FITC mAb (24-4) Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-69728 FITC; RRID: AB_1125169

Anti-HIV-1 p24-PE mAb (KC57) Beckman Coulter Cat# 6604667; RRID: AB_1575989

Anti-HIV-1 p24-APC mAb (28B7) MediMabs Cat# MM-0289-APC

Alexafluor 647-conjugated anti-active caspase-3

mAb (C92-605)

BD Pharmingen Cat# 560626; RRID: AB_1727414

Bacterial and virus strains

HIV-1 NL4-3 Infectious Molecular Clone (pNL-43) NIH AIDS Reagent Program Cat# ARP-114

HIV-1 JR-FL Infectious Molecular Clone (pJR-FL) Kindly provided by Dr. Yoshio

Koyanagi

N/A

Biological samples

Human PBMCs from HIV-1 infected individuals National Center for Global Health

and Medicine Hospital

N/A

Human PBMCs from HIV-1 infected individuals Kumamoto University Hospital N/A

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

RPMI 1640 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# R8758

Fetal calf serum (FCS) Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 172012

Phosphate buffered salts (PBS) Wako Pure Chemical Cat# 045-29795

Ficoll-Paque PLUS GE Healthcare Cat# 17-1440-02

4% Paraformaldehyde Phosphate Buffer Solution Wako Pure Chemical Cat# 163-20145

Flow cytometry perm buffer TONBO Biosciences Cat# TNB-1213-L150

Ghost Dye Violet 450 TONBO Biosciences Cat# 13-0863

Ghost Dye Red 780 TONBO Biosciences Cat# 13-0865

PI solution BioLegend Cat# 421301

FITC annexin V BioLegend Cat# 640906

Annexin V binding buffer BioLegend Cat# 422201

EFdA/MK-8591/ISL Nakata et al. (2007) N/A

DRV Selleck Cat# S5250

DTG Selleck Cat# S2667

PEP005 Cayman Chemical Cat# 16207

SAHA/Vorinostat Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat# sc-220139

JQ-1 BioVision Cat# 2070

GSK525762A ChemScene Cat# CS-0028499

Ro5-3335 Merck Cat# 219506

Prostratin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# P0077

Bryostatin-1 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# B7431

Al-10-49 MedChem Express Cat# HY-16786

Panobinostat MedChem Express Cat# HY-10224

GS-9620 MedChem Express Cat# HY-15601

Birinapant MedChem Express Cat# HY-16591

Phorbole 12-myristate13-acetate/PMA Wako Pure Chemical Cat# 162-23591

Recombinant Human TNF-a BioLegend Cat# 570106

AMPure XP Beckman Coulter Cat# A63880

Tris-HCl (pH 7.4) Wako Pure Chemical Cat# MB-002

MgCl2 Nacalai Tesque Cat# 20908-65

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

DTT Wako Pure Chemical Cat# 040-29223

Triton X-100 Nacalai Tesque Cat# 35501-02

MuLV RT buffer New England Biolabs Cat# B0253S

dNTPs TaKaRa Bio Cat# 4030

Recombinant RNase inhibitor TaKaRa Bio Cat# 2313A

MS2 RNA Roche Cat# 10165948001

Recombinant HIV-1 RT Bio Academia Cat# 05-001

Critical commercial assays

Lumipulse HIV Ag/Ab kit FUJIREBIO Cat# 295335

Roche COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan HIV-1

Test version 2.0

Roche Cat# 518-495862

QIAmp DNA Blood mini kit Qiagen Cat# 51104

RNeasy Mini Kit Qiagen Cat# 74004

Premix Ex Taq (Probe qPCR) ROX plus Takara Bio Cat# RR39LR

PrimeScript RT Master Mix Takara Bio Cat# RR036A

Takara Ex Taq hot start version Takara Bio Cat# R007A

PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix Applied Biosystems Cat# A25742

QIAquick PCR Purification Kit Qiagen Cat# 28104

NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina New England Biolabs Cat# E7645S

Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity Assay kit Invitrogen Cat# Q32851

Library quality check by TapeStation Agilent Technologies https://www.agilent.com/en/promotions/

agilent-2200-tapestation-system

GenNext NGS Library Quantification kit TOYOBO Cat# NLQ-101

MinION platform with Flow Cell R9.4.1 Oxford Nanopore Technologies Cat# FLO-MIN106D

Rapid Barcoding kit Oxford Nanopore Technologies Cat# SQK-RBK004

NEBNext Ultra II End Repair/dA-Tailing Module New England Biolabs Cat# E7546S

Cell Counting Kit-8 Dojindo Cat# CK04

Deposited data

Fastq of all samples This study DRA accession number:

DRA012587

DRA012818

Experimental models: Cell lines

Human: Jurkat cells ATCC Cat# TIB-152

Human: Jurkat-LTR-GFP cells NIH AIDS Reagent Program Cat# ARP-11587

Human: MT-4 cells NIH AIDS Reagent Program Cat# ARP-120

Human: Hut78 cells ATCC Cat# TIB-161

Human: MOLT4 cells ATCC Cat# CRL-1582

Human: PM1-CCR5 cells Kindly provided by Dr. Yosuke Maeda N/A

Software and algorithms

FlowJo Tree Star https://www.flowjo.com

Prism 8 GraphPad Software https://www.graphpad.com/

BWA-MEM algorithm Li and Durbin (2009) http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/

Samtools Li and Durbin (2009) http://samtools.sourceforge.net/

Picard Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/

Integrative Genomics Viewer Robinson et al. (2011) http://software.broadinstitute.org/

software/igv/

EPI2ME software Oxford Nanopore Technologies https://epi2me.nanoporetech.com/

R Statistical Computing software The R Foundation https://www.r-project.org
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Kenji

Maeda (kmaeda@ri.ncgm.go.jp).

Materials availability
All unique reagents generated in this study are listed in the key resources table and available from the lead contact with a completed

Materials Transfer Agreement.

Data and code availability

d All sequencing data sets generated by this study were deposited in the DDBJ sequence Read Archive (accession number:

DRA012587, DRA012818). These are also noted in key resources table.

d Integration site analysis is performed as previously reported (Katsuya et al., 2021), and the codes are available for download

from https://github.com/satoulab/coinfection_J.Infect.Dis.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Ethics statement
The study was performed in accordance with the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. Analysis of the clinical sample shown in

Figure 1F was conducted based on a protocol reviewed and approved by the Kumamoto University (Kumamoto, Japan) Institutional

Review Board (approval number Genome 258).

Peripheral blood samples analyzed as shown in Figure S3 were collected from individuals infected with HIV-1 before or after

receiving cART for at least 7 years. The Ethics Committee of the National Center for Global Health and Medicine (Tokyo, Japan)

approved this study (NCGM-G-002259-00).

Cell culture
Human T cell-derived cell lines [Jurkat, Hut78, MOLT4 (ATCC), MT-4, Jurkat-LTR-GFP (JLTRG), and PM1-CCR5 (NIH AIDS Reagent

Program)] were used to obtain cell populations with chronic HIV-1 infection. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma-Al-

drich) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 U/mL penicillin, and 50 mg/mL kanamycin.

Drugs and reagents
The anti-HIV-1 reverse-transcriptase inhibitor EFdA/MK-8591/ISL was synthesized, as previously described (Nakata et al., 2007).

The anti-HIV-1 protease inhibitor Darunavir (DRV) and the HIV-1 integrase inhibitor Dolutegravir (DTG) were purchased from Selleck

(Houston, TX). PEP005 (PKC activator) was purchased from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI); SAHA (vorinostat; HDAC inhibitor)

from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Dallas, TX); JQ-1 (BRD4 inhibitor) from BioVision (Milpitas, CA); GSK525762A (BRD4 inhibitor)

from ChemScene (Monmouth Junction, NJ); Ro5-3335 from Merck (Darmstadt, Germany). Prostratin and Bryostatin-1 (PKC acti-

vator) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO), while Al-10-49 (CBFb/RUNX inhibitor), Panobinostat (HDAC inhibitor),

GS-9620 (TLR-7 agonist), and Birinapant (IAP inhibitor) were purchased fromMedChemExpress (Monmouth Junction, NJ). Phorbole

12-myristate13-acetate (PMA) and TNF-a were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical (Osaka, Japan) and BioLegend (San Diego,

CA), respectively.

METHOD DETAILS

Establishment of the HIV-1 chronically infected cell culture model
Various T cell-derived cell lines [Jurkat, Hut78, MOLT4 (ATCC), MT-4, Jurkat-LTR-GFP (JLTRG), and PM1-CCR5 (NIH AIDS Reagent

Program)] were used to obtain cell populations with chronic HIV-1 infection. Cells were infected with HIV-1NL4-3 or HIV-1JRFL (PM1-

CCR5) and cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Sigma-Aldrich) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (Sigma-Aldrich), 50 U/mL peni-

cillin, and 50 mg/mL kanamycin. Cells were passagedweekly tomaintain cell numbers <53 106 cells/mLwhen confluent. p24 levels in

the supernatant were monitored using Lumipulse G1200 (FUJIREBIO, Tokyo, Japan). The number of cells with intracellular p24 was

also monitored on day 30 after infection using flow cytometry (as described below).

HIV-1 reversal in latently infected cells and caspase-3 activation by LRAs
Chronically HIV-1NL4-3-infected Jurkat/NL cells were treated with 1 of the 11 drugs (1 mM) for 24 h, after which changes in supernatant

p24 levels and induction of caspase-3 activation were determined by flow cytometry.
e3 Cell Reports Methods 1, 100122, December 20, 2021
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Determination of antiviral activity of LRAs and conventional anti-HIV-1 drugs in Jurkat/NL cells (WIPE assay)
Jurkat/NL cells (5.03 104 cells/ml) were treated with a drug (e.g., EFdA, DRV, or PEP005) or a combination of drugs in a 12-well plate.

Culture medium was exchanged, and the drug was added. Drug treatment was discontinued approximately on week 9 and the

culture was maintained for an additional 8 weeks without drug supplementation. Supernatant p24 levels and intracellular HIV-1-

DNA levels were monitored weekly during cell culture. At the end of each experiment, drug-treated cells with low/undetectable

supernatant p24 levels were stimulated with 10 ng/mL TNF-a to confirm viral recurrence.

Flow cytometry analysis
The ratios of intracellular HIV-1 p24+ cells, GFP+ cells, and the active form of caspase-3 expression were determined as previously

described (Hattori et al., 2018; Matsuda et al., 2019). Briefly, Jurkat/NL or JLTRG/NL cells were washed twice with phosphate buff-

ered salts (PBS) and stained with Ghost Dye Red 780 (TONBO Biosciences, San Diego, CA) for 30 min at 4�C. The cells were then

fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde/PBS for 20 min, and permeabilized in a flow cytometry perm buffer (TONBO Biosciences). After

5-min incubation at room temperature (25–30�C), cells were stained with anti-HIV-1 p24 (24-4)-fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)

monoclonal antibody (mAb; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) and/or Alexafluor 647-conjugated anti-active caspase-3 mAb (C92-605;

BD Pharmingen, San Diego, CA) for 30 min on ice. For propidium iodide (PI)/annexin V staining, cells were washed twice with

PBS and resuspended in annexin V binding buffer (BioLegend) at a concentration of 1 3 107 cells/mL. The cells were then stained

with FITC annexin V (BioLegend) and PI solution (BioLegend) for 15 min at room temperature. Cells were analyzed using a BD

FACSVerse flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Data collected were analyzed using FlowJo software (Tree Star,

Inc., Ashland, OR).

HIV-flow
The HIV-Flow assay (HIV double-staining) was used to quantify the cells expressing p24 protein upon TNF-a stimulation (Pardons

et al., 2019). In brief, 53 105 Jurkat/NL cells were stimulatedwith 10 ng/mL TNF-a for 24 hrs. Following stimulation, cells were stained

with Ghost Dye Violet 450 (TONBO Biosciences) for 30 min at 4�C. Then cells were fixed and permeabilized and stained with both

anti-HIV-1 p24 -PE mAb (KC57) (Beckman Coulter) and anti-HIV-1 p24 -APC mAb (28B7) (MediMabs, Montreal, Canada) for

30 min at 4�C. Cells were washed twice by FACS buffer and analyzed using flow cytometry.

Sorting of GFP+ or GFP� cells from HIV-1NL4-3-infected JLTRG cells
HIV-infected Jurkat-LTR-GFP cells (6 3 106) were resuspended in FACS buffer (PBS with 1% fetal calf serum), after which GFP+ or

GFP– cells were sorted using BD FACS Aria I (BD Biosciences). The sorted GFP� cells were stimulated with 10 ng/mL TNF-a for 6 h

and then GFP expression levels were analyzed using BD FACSVerse (BD Biosciences). The level of gag expression after 18-h stim-

ulation with 10 ng/mL TNF-a was analyzed by reverse-transcription (RT)-digital droplet PCR (ddPCR). ddPCR droplets were gener-

ated using the QX200 droplet generator (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA). RT-PCRwas performed using a C1000 Touch thermal

cycler (Bio-Rad Laboratories) with the primers listed in Table S2. The gag-positive and negative droplets were quantified based on

fluorescence using the QX200 droplet reader (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

Isolation of PBMCs from HIV-1 infected individuals
Informed written consent was obtained from all participants (Table S1 Panel A) prior to the study. All subjects maintained low viral

loads (<20 copies/mL; except for occasional blips) during therapy. CD4+ T-cell counts in peripheral blood samples ranged from

447 to 632 cells/mm3 (average 529 cells/mm3). The plasma viral loads were <20 copies/mL, as determined using quantitative

PCR (Roche COBAS AmpliPrep/COBAS TaqMan HIV-1 Test version 2.0) at the time of enrollment in the study. PBMCs were isolated

from whole blood by density-gradient centrifugation using Ficoll-Paque (GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL). Total cellular DNA was

extracted and used in subsequent PCR experiments.

RT-qPCR for HIV-1 mRNA quantification
Total cellular RNAwas extracted from Jurkat cells infectedwith HIV-1 using the RNeasyMini Kit (Qiagen) according tomanufacturer’s

instructions. cDNAwas synthesized using the PrimeScript RTMasterMix (Takara Bio). RT-qPCR analysis of intracellular HIV-1mRNA

was performed using PowerUp SYBRGreenMasterMix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Primer sequences used for the detec-

tion of HIV-1-RNA and b-actin gene are listed in Table S2. To determine the reactivation of HIV-1 in Jurkat/NL cells, relative HIV-1-

RNA expression levels were normalized to that of b-actin gene.

Amplification of near-full-length single HIV-1 genome and sequencing
Nearly full-length single HIV-1 genome PCR was performed as described previously (Imamichi et al., 2016) with minor modifications.

Briefly, genomic DNAwas diluted to the single-genome level based on ddPCR and Poisson distribution statistics. The resulting single

genome was amplified using Takara Ex Taq hot start version (first-round amplification). PCR conditions for first-round amplification

consisted of 95�C for 2 min; followed by 5 cycles of 95�C for 10 s, 66�C for 10 s, and 68�C for 7 min; 5 cycles of 95�C for 10s, 63�C for

10 s, and 68�C for 7min; 5 cycles of 95�C for 10 s, 61�C for 10 s, and 68�C for 7min; 15 cycles of 95�C for 10 s, 58�C for 10 s, and 68�C
for 7 min; and finally, 68�C for 5 min. First-round PCR products were diluted 1:50 in PCR-grade water and 5 mL of the diluted mixture
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was subjected to second-round amplification. PCR conditions for the second-round amplification were as follows, 95�C for 2 min;

followed by 8 cycles of 95�C for 10 s, 68�C for 10 s, and 68�C for 7 min; 12 cycles of 95�C for 10 s, 65�C for 10 s, and 68�C for 7 min;

and finally, 68�C for 5 min. Primer information is provided in Table S2. PCR products were then visualized by electrophoresis on a 1%

agarose gel. Based on Poisson distribution, samples with %30% positive reactions were considered to contain a single HIV-1

genome and were selected for sequencing. Amplified PCR products of the selected samples were purified using a QIAquick PCR

Purification Kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Purified PCR products were sheared by sonication using a Picor-

uptor device (Diagenode, Liege, Belgium) to obtain fragments with an average size of 300–400 bp. Libraries for next-generation

sequencing (NGS) were prepared using the NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England Biolabs, Ipwich, MA)

according to manufacturer’s instructions. Concentration of library DNA was determined using the Qubit dsDNA High Sensitivity

Assay kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The libraries were subsequently pooled together, followed by quantification using the Agilent

2200 TapeStation and quantitative PCR (GenNext NGS Library Quantification kit; Toyobo, Osaka, Japan), and sequenced using

the Illumina MiSeq platform (Illumina, San Diego, CA). The resulting short reads were cleaned using an in-house Perl script (kindly

provided by Dr. Michi Miura, Imperial College London, UK), which extracts reads with a high index-read sequencing quality (Phred

score > 20) in each position of an 8-bp index read. Next, adapter sequences from Read1 and Read2 were removed, followed by a

cleaning step to remove reads that were too short or had a very low Phred score, as previously described (Satou et al., 2017). The

clean sequencing reads were aligned with the NL4-3 reference genome (GenBank-M19921) using the BWA-MEM algorithm (Li and

Durbin, 2009). Further data processing and cleanup, including the removal of reads with multiple alignments and duplicated reads,

were performed using Samtools (Li and Durbin, 2009) and Picard (http://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/). The aligned reads were

visualized using Integrative Genomics Viewer (Robinson et al., 2011), and consensus sequences were copied and aligned using

MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004). NGS analyses of nearly full-length HIV-1 PCR products from PBMCs of HIV-1-infected individuals were con-

ducted using MinION platform with Flow Cell R9.4.1 and Rapid Barcoding kit (Oxford Nanopore Technologies, Oxford, UK), accord-

ing to manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing reads cleaned using EPI2ME software (Oxford Nanopore Technologies) were aligned

and analyzed as described above.

Ligation-mediated PCR (LM-PCR)
Detection of HIV-1 ISswas performed using ligation-mediated PCR and high-throughput sequencing, as previously described (Satou

et al., 2017; Katsuya et al., 2021) but with minor modifications. Briefly, cellular genomic DNA was sheared by sonication using the

Picoruptor device to obtain fragments with an average size of 300–400 bp. DNA ends were repaired using the NEBNext Ultra II

End Repair Kit (New England Biolabs) and a DNA linker (Satou et al., 2017) was added. The junction between the 30LTR of HIV-1

and host genomic DNA was amplified using a primer targeting the 30LTR and a primer targeting the linker (Satou et al., 2017).

PCR amplicons were purified using the QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. This was

followed by Ampure XP bead purification (BeckmanCoulter). Purified PCR ampliconswere quantified using Agilent 2200 TapeStation

and quantitative PCR (GenNext NGS library quantification kit; Toyobo). LM-PCR libraries were sequenced using the Illumina MiSeq

as paired-end reads, and the resulting FASTQ files were analyzed as previously described (Satou et al., 2017). A circos plot showing

virus ISs in the Jurkat/NL4-3 model and different cell lines was constructed using the OmicCircos tool available as a package in R

software (Hu et al., 2014).

PCR-based HIV-1 RT enzyme assay
HIV-1 RT activity of supernatant viruses from experiment 1 shown in Figure 3D (no drug, EFdA treatment and EFdA plus PEP005 treat-

ment) on weeks 9 and 17, and HIV-1NL4-3
WT were determined using PCR-based HIV-1 RT enzyme assay (Yasutake et al., 2018). In

brief, viral lysate was prepared by incubating the mixture containing cell-free viral supernatant and virus lysis buffer (25mM Tris-HCl

(pH 7.4), 1mM MgCl2, 1mM DTT and 0.5% Triton X-100 final concentrations) for 10 min at room temperature. RT reaction mixture

containing the viral lysate, MuLV RT buffer (New England Biolabs), 1mM dNTPs (TaKaRa Bio), 4U RNase inhibitor (TaKaRa Bio),

500nM MS2 reverse primer and pre-heated (65�C, 5 min) MS2 RNA (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) was prepared. The following re-

actions were performed: 60 min at 37�C, 5 min at 95�C. The real-time PCR was performed with SYBR Green andMS2 primer set. RT

activity was calculated using a standard curve with series of a dilution of commercially available recombinant HIV-1 RT (Bio

Academia, Osaka, Japan).

Viral replication kinetics and drug susceptibility assay
The viral replication kinetics of supernatant viruses from experiment 1 (no drug and EFdA treatment) on week 17, and HIV-1NL4-3

WT

were determined as previously described (Yasutake et al., 2018). In brief, MT-4 cells (23 104 cells/mL) were infected with viruses and

the p24 values in supernatants were determined on days 0, 3, 6, 10 and 12. Drug susceptivity of each viruses for EFdA were

performed as previously described (Maeda et al., 2014). MT-4 cells were infected with viruses and plated into each well of a 96-

well culture plate containing various concentrations of EFdA (0–50 nM). Following incubation for 7 days, the number of viable cells

was determined by the Cell Counting Kit-8 (Dojindo, Kumamoto, Japan) and the magnitude of HIV-1 inhibition by EFdA was deter-

mined based on their inhibitory effects of virally-induced cytopathicity in MT-4 cells. The IC50 values were determined using compar-

ison with no-virus control cultures.
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Bioinformatic analysis
Bed files containing the IS information were generated from the analyzed exported files. Data on RefSeq genes were obtained using

UCSC Genome Browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/) and the positions of RefSeq genes were compared with those of IS using the R

package hiAnnotator (http://github.com/malnirav/hiAnnotator).

Mathematical modeling
Quantification of cell growth and death

We estimated the growth kinetics of Jurkat cells using the following mathematical model:

dTðtÞ
dt

= gTðtÞ
�
1�TðtÞ

K

�

where the variables TðtÞ represents the numbers of uninfected target cells at time t, and the parameters g and K represent the growth

rate and the carrying capacity of the cell culture well, respectively. Note that latently infected cells have the same growth kinetics due

to the lack of intracellular viral replications attributed to inactivation. Nonlinear least-squares regression was performed to the time-

course numbers of Jurkat cells. The fitted parameter values are listed in Table S1 Panel B and themodel behavior using these best-fit

parameter estimates is presented together with the data in Figure S6A.

In addition, to estimate the death rate of virus-producing infected cells, treatments with a combination of EFdA (50 nM), DTG

(500 nM), DRV (500 nM) and AMD3100 (1 mM) were initiated after the virus infection reached at steady state, and time-course

numbers of those cells was measured for 7 days. Since the drug combination inhibited de novo infection, the decay kinetics of

the virus-producing cells is described by the following model:

dIðtÞ
dt

= � dIðtÞ

where the IðtÞ represents the numbers of virus-producing cells at time t, and the parameter d represents the death rate. The fitted

parameter values are listed in Table S1 Panel B and the model behavior using these best-fit parameter estimates is presented

together with the data in Figure S6B.

Mathematical model describing HIV-1 infection dynamics in WIPE assay

We here introduce an extended mathematical model considering reactivation of latent HIV-1 reservoirs for analyzing experimental

data in the WIPE assay (Figure S6C) (Perelson, 2002; Perelson et al., 1997; Rong and Perelson, 2009);

dTðtÞ
dt

= gTðtÞ
�
1�NðtÞ

K

�
� bTðtÞVðtÞ � dpTðtÞ;
dIðtÞ
dt

= ð1� qÞbTðtÞVðtÞ+ εaLðtÞ � ðb + d + dpÞIðtÞ;
dLðtÞ
dt

= qbTðtÞVðtÞ+gLðtÞ
�
1�NðtÞ

K

�
+bIðtÞ � ðεa + dpÞLðtÞ;
dVðtÞ
dt

= pIðtÞ � dpV ;

where TðtÞ is the numbers of uninfected target cells, IðtÞ and LðtÞ are the numbers of virus-producing and latently infected cells per ml

of a culture (i.e., the total cells areNðtÞ = TðtÞ+ IðtÞ+ LðtÞ), respectively, andVðtÞ is the viral loadmeasured by the amount of HIV-1 p24

per ml of culture supernatant. The uninfected and latently infected cells grow at a rate gwith the carrying capacity of K (the maximum

number of cells in the cell culture flask). It is assumed that a fraction q becomes latently infected cells, and 1� q is virus-producing

infected cells having death rate d, when HIV-1 infect the target cells at rate b. The latently infected cells are reactivated at rate a, then

(re-)start virus production at rate p (implying only intact proviral DNA is assumed), while the virus-producing cells become latently

infected cell at rate b. We also assume that EFdA completely inhibits de novo infection (100% inhibition rate, b = 0) and PEP005 en-

hances the reactivation rate to εa where ε>1. Note that dp represent the removal of virus and of the cells due to the experimental

passage, and we fixed dp = 0:428. In our earlier work (Iwami et al., 2012, 2015), we have shown that the approximating punctual

removal as a continuous exponential decay has minimal impact on the model parameters and provides an appropriate fit to the

experimental data.

Data fitting and parameter estimation

The parameters g, K and d were separately estimated, as discussed above, and fixed at 0:708 per day, 4:103106 cells and 0:377 per

day in Table S1 Panel B, respectively. A statistical model adopted fromBayesian inference assumed thatmeasurement error followed
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a normal distribution with mean zero and constant variance (error variance). The non-informative prior distributions with upper and

lower limits were used as the prior distributions of parameters. The posterior predictive parameter distribution as an output of MCMC

computation represented parameter variability. To analyze our cell culture experimental datasets, we simultaneously fitted TðtÞ+
LðtÞ, IðtÞ, VðtÞ and ðIðtÞ + LðtÞÞ=fIð2 weekÞ + Lð2 weekÞg to the time-course of numbers of uninfected and latently infected (i.e.,

p24-negative) cells (cells/ml), virus producing (i.e., p24-positive) cells (cells/ml), supernatant p24 (pg/ml), and normalized proviral

DNA at week 2 (first measurement in our experiments) without and with the antiviral drug(s) (Figure 6A). Distribution of model param-

eters (i.e., b, q, a, b, p, and ε) along with initial values for variables (Tð0Þ, Ið0Þ, Lð0Þ, and Vð0Þ) were inferred directly by MCMC

computations. The estimated parameters and initial values are listed in Table S1 Panel C and Panel D. Technical details of

MCMC computations are summarized below.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

For quantification of intracellular HIV-1 DNA levels, Total cellular DNA was extracted from cells (cell lines or PBMCs) using a QIAmp

DNA Blood mini kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to manufacturer’s instructions. Quantitative PCR (qPCR) analysis of intra-

cellular HIV-1 DNA levels was conducted using Premix Ex Taq (Probe qPCR) Rox plus (Takara Bio, Kusatsu, Japan). The oligonucle-

otides HIV-1 LTR and b2-microglobulin were used for HIV-1 DNA quantification and cell number determination, respectively (primer

sequences are provided in Table S2 (Butler et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2017; Satou et al., 2017). HIV-1 proviral DNA copy and cell numbers

were calculated based on a standard curve generated using a serially diluted pNL4-3 plasmid and DNA extracted from Jurkat cells,

respectively.

Data analysis were performed using Prism 8 software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA), unless otherwise stated. Differences

between groups were analyzed for statistical significance using the Mann-Whitney U test and log-rank test. Statistical significance

was defined as P < 0.05. Statistical analysis in mathematical models is described below. Package FME (Soetaert and Petzoldt, 2010)

in R Statistical Software (R Core Team, 2019) was used to infer posterior predictive parameter distributions. The delayed rejection

and Metropolis method (Haario et al., 2006) was used as a default computation scheme for FME to perform MCMC computations.

MCMC computations for parameter inference were implemented using the pre-defined function modMCMC in package FME.

Convergence of Markov chains to a stationary distribution was required to ensure parameter sets were sampled from a posterior

distribution. Only the last 90,000 of 100,000 chains were used as burn-in. The convergence of the last 90,000 chains was manually

checked with figures produced by package coda (Plummer et al., 2006), a collection of diagnostic tools for MCMC computation. The

95% credible interval shown as a shadowed region in each panel of Figure 6A was produced from 100 randomly chosen inferred

parameter sets and corresponding model predictions. We used a bootstrap t-test (Efron and Tibshirani, 1994) to quantitatively char-

acterize differences in derived quantities with and without antiviral drug (Figure 6B). In total, 100,000 parameter sets were sampled

with replacement from the posterior predictive distributions to calculate the bootstrap t-statistics. To avoid potential sampling bias,

the bootstrap t-test was performed 100 times repeatedly. The averages of the computed p-values were used as indicators of

differences.
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